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CALMINI Winch Bumpers offer a winning combination of off road toughness and  styling. All 
of the bumper models listed here are 100% bolt-on. No drilling is required to install these 
bumpers.  All items are finished in factory matching grey Metallic  powder coat  and include 
mounting hardware and installation instructions.

Winch Bumpers 1998-2000 Frontier

2000-2003 Xterra
Center cradle design is made from thick ¼" steel plate for rigidity. Outer 

beams are formed from 3/16" thick steel plate. Not wimpy 10 ga. sheet 
metal. Unlike other brands, it’s designed to handle 

most Warn, Ramsey or Superwinch stand-up style 
integrated solenoid winch models up to 9500lbs. 

Features tapered ends for addition tire clearance. 
Approach angle is greatly increased over stock. 
Factory tow hooks remain in place. Clearanced to 

eliminate contact when body work flexes. Fully bolt-
on, no welding or drilling required for installation. 

Finished in factory trim matching Steel Gray Metallic 
powder coat. Mounting hardware included. 

2000-2001 Xterra Part # NP62450   
$629.95   

2002-2003 Xterra Part # NP62451   $629.95  

Center cradle design is made from thick ¼" steel 
plate for rigidity. Outer beams are formed from 
3/16" thick steel plate. Not wimpy 10 ga. sheet 

metal. Unlike other brands, it’s designed to handle 
most Warn, Ramsey or Superwinch stand-up style 
integrated solenoid winch models up to 9500lbs. 
Features tapered ends for addition tire clearance. 
Approach angle is greatly increased over stock. 
Factory tow hooks remain in place. Spaced properly 

to eliminate body contact under extreme 
articulation. Fully bolt-on, no welding or drilling 
required for installation. Finished in factory trim 
matching Steel Gray Metallic powder coat. Mounting 

hardware included. 
1998-2000 Frontier Part # NP62450  $629.95  

2001-2003 Frontier
Center cradle design is made from thick ¼" steel plate for rigidity. Outer beams 

are formed from 3/16" thick steel plate. Not wimpy 10 ga. sheet metal. 
Unlike other brands, it’s designed to handle most Warn, Ramsey or 

Superwinch stand-up style integrated solenoid winch models up 
to 9500lbs. Features tapered ends for addition tire clearance. 
Approach angle is greatly increased over stock. Factory tow 
hooks remain in place. Spaced properly to eliminate body 
contact under extreme articulation. Fully bolt-on, no welding or 

drilling required for installation. Finished in factory trim matching 
Steel Gray Metallic powder coat. Mounting hardware included.  

2001-2003 Frontier Part # NP62452  $689.95   

Rear Bumpers 

Finally, a rugged rear bumper that does it all for the Xterra! Our new replacement bumper replaces the center stock bumper panel. Made from 3/16" steel plate, 
It has integrated 5/16" tow points, 2" class 3 (5000lbs. Auto Trans Models only) hitch receiver, and a fully one handed operation swing away tire/accessory 
carrier. The swinging tire beam is constructed from rigid 2" x 3" rectangular tube and pivots on self lubricating Delrin bushings, and ramps into place and rides 
on a squeak-free Delrin block. Tire carrier features adjustable depth for different offset rim centers and widths. License plate mount re-uses factory lamp 
assembly. This bumper is fully bolt-on, no drilling required. Coated in durable factory matching Steel Gray Metallic powder coating.      
2000-2003 Xterra Part # NP62751  $749.95                                                 

Rocker Skid Bars
CALMINI Heavy Duty Rocker Skids for Xterra/ Frontier - Made from 2"x 3" heavy wall rectangle tubing, these rocker panel skids are built to 
take maximum punishment off road! Mounting system uses 5/16"thick steel plate brackets that are fully welded and braced, and 
incorporates 2 sets of factory frame positions for maximum strength. They’re fully bolt-on. Tube ends are welded and hand finished. 
Factory matching Metallic Gray powder coat finish.
2000-2003 Xterra Part # NP62500  $289.95 
1999-2003 Frontier Crew Cab Part # NP62501  $289.95

 Pre Runner Bumpers
 CALMINI Prerunner Bumpers are a fully 
bolt-on replacement unit for your stock 
front bumper. Constructed from 2” x 

.120” wall tubing for maximum strength 
it mounts directly to the stock frame 

rails. 3/16” 6061 aluminum skid plate is 
included standard. 

1998-2003 Frontier 
Part # NP62460  $389.95  

CALMINI Prerunner Bumpers are a fully bolt-on 
replacement unit for your stock rear step 
bumper. Constructed from 2” x .120” wall tubing 
for maximum strength it mounts directly to the 
stock frame rails. Built-in tow hooks. Uses stock 
license plate light. 
1998-2003 Frontier
Part # NP62461  $329.95  
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3” Suspension Systems 

Our simple bolt-on idler arm brace creates a double shear 
mounting point for the factory idler arm spindle shaft. It 
eliminates the side loading force generated by big tires 
bouncing off of big rocks! Cheap insurance against 
snapping the entire assembly off and becoming stranded. 
Laser crafted for perfect fit. Finished in CALMINI bright 
blue powder coat. Fits 98-03 Xterra/Frontier 
Part # NP12490  $34.95 

CALMINI Steering System for Xterra (Wd22)/ Frontier (D22) - This system is a new, complete replacement set designed to correct the 
chronic problem of a worn idler arm and center drag link. The system includes: new replacement Pitman & Idler Arm assemblies 
forged from 4140 heat treated alloy. The new idler arm rides on the stock pivot point using a much enlarged friction surface durable 
Bronze bushing. Also included is a completely new Center Drag Link made from 1 1/8” x .250” wall thick DOM tubing. The center drag 
link uses beefy off the shelf 11/16” Moog tie rod ends for maximum durability. The Center Drag Link is completely rebuildable. Lastly, 
the kit includes new replacement 4130 alloy tie rod adjustment links that due to the system's change in configuration, are longer than 
stock. This added length helps reduce bump steer angle over stock. This system is simple, durable, completely serviceable, and 
requires no modification to stock parts or vehicle. 
Part # NP12450  $489.95   

Upgrade Steering System 

All CALMINI suspension components
can be purchased separately

CALMINI 3" Suspension System for the Nissan Xterra- Complete system includes laser 
crafted heavy duty longer upper control arms, new hi-angle upper ball joints, Delrin pivot bushings with 
sleeves, 27mm extreme duty torsion bars, rear dual leaf insert springs, rear sway bar extension links, 
rear shackles, bump stop extensions, 4 gas charged shocks w/boots, U-bolts and all necessary hardware 
and installation instructions. System is finish powder coated in signature CALMINI Blue. Fits 2000-2003 
2wd/4wd Xterra.
Part # NP12500  $979.95

Idler Arm Brace

CALMINI 3" suspension system for Nissan Frontier 4x4- Complete system includes laser crafted heavy duty longer upper control arms, new hi-
angle upper ball joints, Delrin pivot bushings with sleeves, 26mm extreme duty torsion bars, rear lift blocks (spring over axle only) rear shackles, rear bump 
stop extensions, 4 gas charged shocks w/boots, U-bolts and all necessary hardware and installation instructions. System is finish powder coated in 
signature CALMINI Blue. Fits 1998-2001 Frontier. Kit is shown with standard rear lift block. Optional rear add-a-leaf system can be substituted for 
additional charge. Call for 2wd kit applications.
Part #NP1251  $849.950 

1998-2003 Frontier 3” Lift System

2000-2003 Xterra
3” Lift System



CALMINI has a system to fit your Xterra & Frontier. Our bolt-on system is engineered to fit properly and 
most important, increase performance and fuel economy. Each exhaust system is mandrel bent for 
maximum flow. 2 1/4 inch 16 gauge aluminized tubing. Features polished stainless steel tip. Our cat-
back system bolts to the rear flange on the factory catalytic converter and use the stock hanger points all 
the way out for a truly bolt-on system. Powerful exhaust tone on acceleration and quiet at idle and 
cruising speeds. 50 state legal. Complete hardware and installation instructions included. 
1999 Frontier V-6 Crew Cab Part #  NP62305  $249.95 
2000-2003 Xterra V-6 Part # NP62300  $249.95
2002-2003 Supercharged Xterra Part # NP62302  $269.95

Finally, a true ROCKCRAWLER Transfer case gear set for for the Nissan Xterra/Frontier 4x4! Our gear set is 
manufactured in the USA from SAE 8620 alloy bar stock material. For long wear life and operation at high 
speeds nothing else is acceptable. Final Low Range reduction of 3.92:1 is a whopping 93.86% lower than 
stock! It completely transforms this vehicle's off road crawl capability.             
Part # NP35100  $1,295.00

CALMINI Fuel Tank Skid- If you drive off road in the 
rocks, you need this part. Fully protects fuel tank from 
damage. Formed from a single 
piece of 3/16" steel plate - it 
absorbs impacts while 
retaining it's shape. Drain holes 
keep it from holding mud and 
water and make it easy to keep 
clean. Tough gold zinc finish. 
Fully bolt-on. No drilling 
required to install. 2000-2003 
Xterra 
Part # NP13105  $189.95

 Skid Plates

 Performance
Exhaust

CALMINI Axle Truss/Skid-If you 
drive off road at all, you need this part. 
Fully protects differential housing unit 
and axle tube from damage. Formed 
from 3/16" steel -it's angular design 
absorbs impacts while retaining it's 
shape! It's indestructible! Tough gold 
zinc finish. Fully bolt-on. No drilling 
required to install. 98-02 
Xterra/Frontier.
Part # NP13100  $189.95

CALMINI Safari Roof Rack for Xterra- This is a real roof rack for your Xterra with carrying capability. 
The design uses all steel construction throughout for maximum strength under extreme off-road conditions. 
Designed to replace the factory original equipment rack using factory mounting points for a complete bolt-
on installation. The rack’s design has 5" side rails that follow the roof's contour conforming to 8" at the 
forward end of the rack. This gives real useable cargo area to this vehicle. The factory sunroof opens using 
this rack! Also included are 4 tabs for mounting driving lights. Easy bolt-together design breaks down for 
UPS shipping. Kit includes hardware and installation instructions for the do-it-yourselfer. Finished in 
factory trim matching Metallic Gray powder coat. 
2000-2003 Xterra Part # NP62520  $489.95  
1999-2003 Frontier Crew Cab Part # NP62530  $389.95

Roof Rack 

Transfer Case
Reduction 

We’re all about making your Nissan perform! 
Our 24 Page 2003 catalog has it all!  $5.00 w

ROCKCRAWLER
E Q U I P P E D

94% REDUCTION
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